ImageTrend Corrections™ is designed for you to easily collect and report PREA data standards across your entire network of facilities. The benefits of cost and time savings from centralized documentation and management are just the start. The result is timely and more accurate documentation, allowing for faster auditing and reporting.

**Collect**
Simplify your data collection. ImageTrend Corrections offers incident management detail, audit log and workflow data entry to assist in accurate documentation. Use data validation scores to help ensure all required information for the SART activation process and PREA compliance has been captured.

**Manage**
Centralized management and integration with existing systems accommodates your staff, inmate and facility management systems, and allows single sign-on capabilities. Managing location and role-based security permissions across your facilities is just one of the benefits you will find using ImageTrend Corrections. Other management benefits include: configurable forms, juvenile vs. youthful offender vs. adult segmentation, as well as notifications and alerts.

- Drag and drop form manager
- Automated incident reporting
- Configurable PREA dataset manager
Report
Real time, ad-hoc reports will exceed your expectations, adding benefit beyond data collection and aggregation. Maintain the integrity of investigation protocol with notifications and alerts. Use dashboards to view real-time incident statuses by facility. Streamline your SART process and PREA compliance audits with on-demand reporting capabilities.

- Web-based solution
- Rapid data collection user interface
- Inmate roster integration
- Automated field population
- Data validation scoring
- Incident status view
- Role-based security permissions
- Incident and evidence attachment uploads